Easy Magic Tricks You Can Do!
Linking Paper Clips

Jumping Rubber Band

Two paper clips become linked by magic!

A rubber band magically jumps from finger to finger!

Secret:
Fold a dollar bill into three sections as illustrated. Attach the paper
clips as shown, one over the back and center section, the second
over the center and front sections. Pull on the ends of the dollar and
the clips will jump off linked together!

Secret:
Place the rubber band over the index and middle finger of your hand.
As you close your fingers, slip them into the outstretched loop as shown in
the second drawing. It appears to the audience that the band is around
two fingers. Open your fingers and the band will jump over to your third
and fourth fingers. To make it jump back, repeat the process!

The Money Box

Crayon Magic

A coin appears inside an empty matchbox!
Secret:
The coin is hidden in the top of the box, held in place by the edge of
the drawer. When the drawer is closed, the coin falls inside. Open the
drawer and the coin appears.

You name the color of a crayon handed to you behind
your back!
Secret:
Scrape the bottom of the crayon with your thumbnail. Bring your hand
up to your forehead to concentrate and look at the color. After “thinking”
about it, name the color!
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